Increased conspicuousness can explain the match between visual sensitivities and blue plumage colours in fairy-wrens
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Colour signals are expected to match visual sensitivities of intended receivers. In birds, evolutionary shifts from violet-sensitive (V-type) to ultraviolet-sensitive (U-type) vision have been linked to increased prevalence of colours rich in shortwave reflectance (ultraviolet/blue), presumably due to better perception of such colours by U-type vision. Here we provide the first test of this widespread idea using fairy-wrens and allies (Family Maluridae) as a model, a family where shifts in visual sensitivities from V- to U-type eyes are associated with male nuptial plumage rich in ultraviolet/blue colours. Using psychophysical visual models, we compared the performance of both types of visual systems at two tasks: (i) detecting contrast between male plumage colours and natural backgrounds, and (ii) perceiving intraspecific chromatic variation in male plumage. While U-type outperforms V-type vision at both tasks, the crucial test here is whether U-type vision performs better at detecting and discriminating ultraviolet/blue colours when compared with other colours. This was true for detecting contrast between plumage colours and natural backgrounds (i), but not for discriminating intraspecific variability (ii). Our data indicate that selection to maximize conspicuousness to conspecifics may have led to the correlation between ultraviolet/blue colours and U-type vision in this clade of birds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

How signals evolve with the sensory system of receivers is a central question in evolutionary biology [1–3]. From an adaptationist standpoint, it is expected that sensory systems and signals are optimally matched in order to maximize performance [4], with signal design complementing the abilities of the sensory system to optimize detection and discrimination. In the case of vision and colour signals, visual sensitivities generally evolve in response to environmental variables (e.g. habitat and food), which leads to subsequent changes in visual signals that suit the new characteristics of the visual system [4].

The rich chromatic palette of birds, for example, may have evolved as a consequence of their highly developed colour vision system, which enables them to discriminate a large diversity of colours [5]. But while avian colour variation is large, variation in the visual sensitivities of birds seems rather low [4], and the links between variation in colour vision and coloration are not well-understood [4]. Colour vision in birds is mediated by four types of cone, which are sensitive to very short (VS cone), short (S cone), medium (M cone) and long (L cone) wavelengths of light, together encompassing a range from near ultraviolet (UV) to red (300–700 nm) [6]. The two main types of visual systems found in birds differ chiefly in their sensitivities to shorter wavelengths due to different sensitivity functions of VS and S cones: the violet-sensitive (V-type) and the ultraviolet-sensitive (U-type) visual system [6]. In general, U-type eyes are better at discriminating or detecting colours [7–10]. It is often assumed that this advantage should be disproportionately larger for colours rich in shorter wavelengths (such as UV or blue) and this should lead to the more frequent evolution of shortwave-rich colours in species with U-type eyes [7,10–12].

While some evidence suggests that shortwave-rich colours are more frequent in bird orders that have species with U-type eyes [11], a recent study on fairy-wrens and allies (Family Maluridae) by Ödeen et al. [12] provides further support for this idea. Fairy-wrens are remarkable among birds not only due to their conspicuous male nuptial colours and high levels of promiscuity [13], but also because, unlike other bird families, they have repeatedly evolved U-type vision from V-type eyes [12]. Character correlation analyses indicate that these shifts in visual system are associated with changes in plumage coloration, and all fairy-wrens with U-type vision exhibit plumage patches rich in shortwave reflectance (UV, violet, blue) [12]. This could suggest that changes in visual sensitivity led to the evolution of these colours. However, since shortwave-rich colours pre-date the evolution of U-type eyes in this genus, Ödeen et al. [12] hypothesize that the presence of shortwave-rich colours...
facilitated the shift to U-type eyes. Regardless of which came first, two main mechanisms could explain the link between U-type vision and shortwave-rich plumage coloration: U-type eyes may increase the ability of conspecifics to detect shortwave-rich plumage against natural backgrounds (thereby making males with such plumage more conspicuous); and/or U-type eyes may enable them to better discriminate chromatic differences between potential mates or rivals with shortwave-rich plumage [12].

Here we test these two hypotheses by evaluating the performance of V- and U-type vision at (i) detecting contrast between male plumage colours and natural backgrounds (figure 1), and (ii) discriminating intraspecific variability in nuptial coloration (figure 1) [15]. We use psychophysical visual models [16] to place reflectance spectra in the visual space of birds (following [14]), where chromatic variation along the axes is measured in just noticeable differences (jnds). Variation along the z-axis represents stimulation of the L cone relative to the other three cones (M, S, VS); variation along the y-axis represents stimulation of the M cone relative to the S and VS cones; and finally variation along the x-axis represents stimulation of the VS cone relative to the S cone. Red symbols correspond to the red back plumage of *M. melanocephalus*, while blue symbols correspond to the blue back plumage of *M. cyaneus*. The black symbols within each cloud correspond to the patch-specific mean. Detectability, the contrast against the background, was computed as the distance between each point and the average green and brown backgrounds, shown here as the lines between red plumage of *M. melanocephalus* and the average green background (black lines; only a few lines are depicted, for clarity). Intraspecific chromatic variability (inter-individual variation in coloration of homologous plumage patches [15]) was computed as the distance between each point in a sample (plumage patch) and its joint xyz mean, as shown here for the blue plumage of *M. cyaneus* (orange lines; only a few lines are depicted, for clarity). This procedure was carried out for both U- and V-type visual sensitivities (U-type visual space depicted here).

2. METHODS

(a) Reflectance measurements

Reflectance spectra of plumage and backgrounds were collected in a standardized manner using a spectrometer (Avaspec 2048) connected to a pulsed xenon light source (Avalight-XE, Avantes, Eerbek, The Netherlands) through material, table S1). We expect that, in general, U-type eyes should outperform V-type eyes at both of these tasks, and predict that this difference should be larger for colours rich in short-wavelength reflectance. This constitutes the first test of the common assumption that U-type eyes should perform better at detecting or discriminating shortwave-rich colours. In addition, we also tested whether, irrespective of shortwave reflectance, the plumage of U-type species is particularly easy to detect or discriminate by U-type vision. This could also be expected if plumage colours evolve to suit the visual sensitivities of the intended receivers in ways other than changes in short-wavelength reflectance.
a bifurcated fibre-optic cable fitted at the end, with a plastic cylinder to standardize measuring distance and shield out ambient light. Illumination and recording angles were both 90° [17]. Reflectance was computed relative to a WS-2 white standard using the program Avasoft v. 6.2.1 (Avantes). Reflectance spectra between 300 and 700 nm (which encompass the visual sensitivity of birds [6]) were down-sampled to 5 nm steps and imported into spreadsheets.

We measured plumage reflectance of males in breeding plumage from 345 specimens belonging to 13 species of fairy-wren (Genera Malurus, Clytomyias) and three species of emu-wren (Genus Stipiturus) housed in the collections of the Melbourne Museum and the Australian Wildlife Collection in Canberra. We measured six plumage areas: head, cheek, back (representing upper dorsal plumage, including scapulars), tail (dorsal side only), breast and belly. Some species showed two obviously different ‘back’ colours and we sampled these separately (hence for these species we had two patches of back colour: back 1 and back 2; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Depending on the size of the plumage patch, we took between two and four spectral scans per patch. Since for M. coronatus we did not have enough samples of museum specimens belonging to nuptial males of the same subspecies, we used instead a sample of 65 males in breeding plumage captured in the wild. These birds were measured using the same equipment and protocol in Australian Wildlife Conservancy’s Mornington Wildlife Sanctuary, in northwest Australia (17°31′S, 126°06′E), between 2005 and 2010. For wild birds, we measured head, back, tail and breast plumage reflectance, and took five spectral scans per patch. A list of species, subspecies and plumage patches measured and their sample sizes are provided in the electronic supplementary material, table S1.

We obtained average reflectance spectra of two types of common backgrounds typically occurring in nature: green (green leaves) and brown (bark, leaf litter, soil; see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). These were computed from 629 reflectance spectra collected in Mornington Wildlife Sanctuary between 2005 and 2010. These background colours are likely to be broadly representative of the major types of backgrounds encountered by most species (for simplicity, hereafter ‘natural backgrounds’), given the limited variation in reflectance of natural terrestrial backgrounds [18]. Consistent with this, using average green and brown spectra collected in a mixed forest in southern Germany [19] yielded similar results (cf. table S2 with table S3 in the electronic supplementary material).

(b) Colour modelling

Our aim here was to calculate how well U- and V-type eyes perform at two tasks: (i) detecting contrast between male plumage colours and two types of natural backgrounds, and (ii) discriminating intraspecific chromatic variation. Since these tasks are important mainly in the context of females finding or selecting mates, or males finding or assessing rivals, we carried out the analyses separately per subspecies (if more than one was available in our samples). Also, we excluded patches of black plumage from the analyses since they contain little if any chromatic variation [9] (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1 for a list of black patches). Thus, for each taxon, we had data for one to seven different plumage patches, giving 4065 reflectance spectra in total.

Visual modelling was based on the model by Vorobyev & Osorio [8,16] using the formulas described by Cassey et al. [14]. For each reflectance spectrum, we obtained a set of $xyz$ coordinates that determine its position in three-dimensional avian perceptual space [14] (figure 1). Euclidean distances ($\text{distance}_i = ((x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2)^{1/2}$) between points in this space are measured in just noticeable differences (jnds) and it is usually assumed that distances $>1\text{jnd}$ are detectable by birds [8,16]. These models require knowledge of the following key parameters: visual sensitivity functions (cone sensitivities, including the effect of the transmission of the ocular medium and filtering by oil droplets), relative abundance of each cone type and the spectrum of irradiant light. The models assume that discrimination is carried out under bright light and that achromatic information is disregarded. Achromatic information in birds is mediated by a different photoreceptor—the double cone [6]—but since its sensitivity has not been shown to be different between birds with V- and U-type eyes we only model chromatic aspects of visual perception here.

Colour vision in birds is mediated by four different types of single cones sensitive to very short (VS), short (S), medium (M) and long (L) wavelengths, and differences between U- and V-type eyes are found mainly in the sensitivity functions of VS and S cones [6]. We used generalized cone sensitivity functions of U- and V-type eyes [20], which already incorporate effects of ocular medium and oil droplets. Cone proportions are needed to determine the signal-to-noise ratio (also called Weber fraction, $\omega_w$) for each type of single cone.

A Weber fraction of 0.05 is usually used as representative of the L cone [14] and based on this value the $\omega_w$ of the other cone types can be computed using formula 10 of Vorobyev et al. [8]. Cone proportions are only known for 22 species of birds, which do not include any species of fairy-wren [21]. Based on this limited sample, in general birds have fewer VS cones than S cones, fewer S cones than M cones, and similar quantities of M and L cones [21]. There seem to be no consistent differences between birds with U- versus V-type eyes [10,21]. Given that there is no indication that eye sensitivity functions and cone proportions change in a correlated fashion, and given that our main interest is to assess the performance of both types of cone sensitivity, we decided to use average cone proportions of all 22 known species ($0.377 : 0.721 : 1.028 : 1$; for VS : S : M : L) for the main analyses. However, we also tested whether the results are robust to variation in cone proportions of U- and V-type eyes (see the electronic supplementary material, text S1 for methods).

Finally, we used three irradiance spectra relevant to fairy-wrens and emu-wrens: standard daylight (D65, open environments), woodland shade (semi-open environments) and forest shade (inside forests) [8,22]. Based on the habitats occupied [12,23], we determined for each species the most probably illuminant or combination of illuminants in their natural environment (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). If more than one illuminant was considered representative of the natural environment we averaged the results from the corresponding visual models before analyses. The main analysis was carried out on this combined dataset using the ‘correct’ irradiance for each species, but we also repeated the analyses for each irradiance type separately in order to assess the effect of variation in this parameter. All computations were carried out using custom-made scripts in the R environment [24] (scripts available upon request from K.D.).
Figure 2. Comparing the performance of U- and V-type vision. Variation along the horizontal axis represents percentage of reflectance in the 320–510 nm range (see §2), where high values correspond to colours rich in short wavelength reflectance (UV/blue) and low values to colours rich in long wavelength reflectance (red). Upper panels (a–c) depict absolute values of contrast against (a) green and (b) brown backgrounds, and chromatic variability (c, note different scale on y-axis) as computed for V-type eyes (circle at the start of the arrow) and U-type eyes (triangle at the end of arrow). Lower panels (d–f) depict the corresponding differences in performance between U- and V-type eyes (computed as U – V). Red and blue symbols correspond to plumage patches belonging to species with V- and U-type eyes, respectively. Fitted lines are based on results from models in the electronic supplementary material, table S2.

(c) Data analysis
Detected contrast between plumage and natural backgrounds was computed as the Euclidean distance between plumage and each type of natural background (green and brown, figure 1). Chromatic variability was computed using the index described by Delhey & Peters [15], which is the average chromatic (Euclidean) distance of all points in a sample to their joint xyz mean (figure 1). For each plumage patch within each species, we computed the difference in performance of each vision type as the difference in detected contrast and chromatic variability between U- and V-type values (U – V). Positive values indicate better performance of U-type eyes when compared with V-type eyes. For those species with data for more than one subspecies, we averaged the variables separately for each plumage patch. This yielded data for 83 plumage patches of 16 species for the contrast against backgrounds analysis, and 61 plumage patches of 12 species for the chromatic variability analysis. Differences in sample size between these analyses stem from the fact that for some species only a few individuals (less than five) could be measured, making it impossible to compute intraspecific variability (species excluded: Clytomyias insignis, Sittiparus malles, Sittiparus ruficeps, Malurus grayi). In order to compare performance of both eye types, we needed to quantify the level of shortwave reflectance of the plumage. Ödeen et al. [12] defined shortwave-rich colours as those that have more than 60 per cent reflectance in the 320–510 nm range. Given that this is an arbitrary cut-off point (see variation in figure 2), necessary to run their character correlation analyses [12], we preferred to analyse percentage reflectance in the 320–510 nm range as continuous covariate. High values would represent colours rich in UV/blue wavelengths and low values would represent colours rich in red wavelengths. This variable was centred on the mean of the entire sample before analyses [25].

As our data consisted of repeated samples per species (i.e. different plumage patches) with shared ancestry, we accounted for these two sources of non-independence in the same analysis using Bayesian phylogenetic mixed models (BPM) in the R package ‘MCMCglmm’ [26,27]. These models have been used in other comparative studies [28,29] and phylogenetically controlled meta-analyses [30]. We initially used flat non-informative priors with low degree of belief for all parameters [30] (S. Nakagawa 2012, personal communication). Given that these priors can be informative with small values of posterior distributions (as was the case for our random effects; electronic supplementary material, table S2), we repeated the analyses using parameter-expanded priors [29] (J. Hadfield 2012, personal communication). Results were very similar, and we report results using parameter-expanded priors. R syntax for priors and models are provided in the electronic supplementary material, text S2. We assessed model convergence using the R package ‘coda’ [31]. For each model in electronic
supplementary material, table S2, chains were run three times and we tested the convergence of model parameters using the Gelman–Rubin test. Here the potential scale reduction (PSR) factor should be less than 1.1. In all cases PSR < 1.03, indicating model convergence. We used a recent phylogeny of fairy-wrens [32] and set branch length using Grafen’s method in the package ‘ape’ [33]. The data used in the main analyses (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2) are provided as electronic supplementary material, text S1.

3. RESULTS

(a) Detected contrast against natural backgrounds

The contrast between plumage colours and two types of natural background (green and brown) was highest for colours rich in reflectance at shorter wavelengths (UV/blue) and colours poor in reflectance at shorter wavelengths (red), while it was lowest for intermediate levels (e.g. brown plumage; figure 2a,b). Overall, detected contrast was higher for U-type eyes: the difference in contrast between U- and V-type eyes was generally positive (figure 2d,e), green background: intercept = 1.167, credible interval CI = 0.345–2.031; brown background: intercept = 2.787, CI = 2.165–3.389; both p < 0.05; full results of models in electronic supplementary material, table S2). Consistent with our prediction, the difference in performance between U- and V-type visual systems was highest for plumage rich in shortwave reflectance (figure 2a,e), green background: percentage shortwave reflectance = 0.085, CI = 0.071–0.099; brown background: percentage shortwave reflectance = 0.103, CI = 0.09–0.117; both p < 0.001. This pattern was curvilinear, as indicated by the significant effect of the squared term (green background: percentage shortwave reflectance$^2$ = 0.0021, CI = 0.0016–0.0026; brown background: percentage shortwave reflectance$^2$ = 0.0008, CI = 0.0003–0.0012; both p < 0.001), and especially in the case of contrast against green background it tended to increase again for plumage poor in shortwave reflectance (figure 2d). After accounting for the effects of percentage shortwave reflectance, the advantage of U- over V-type eyes at detecting contrast was not greater for plumage colours belonging to species with U-type eyes (green background: 0.148, CI = −0.607–0.923; brown background: 0.255, CI = −0.375–0.835; both p > 0.3).

(b) Intraspecific chromatic variability

Intraspecific variability was higher for plumage with high and low levels of shortwave reflectance (figure 2c), resembling the patterns described for contrast (figure 2a,b). In general, U-type eyes could perceive more chromatic variation in conspecific coloration than V-type eyes (e.g. most data points in figure 2 are positive; intercept = 0.543, CI = 0.283–0.822; p = 0.003; full model results in electronic supplementary material, table S2). Against predictions, the advantage of U-type eyes at detecting intraspecific chromatic variability was slightly lower for colours rich in shortwave reflectance (figure 2f, percentage shortwave reflectance = −0.003, CI = −0.007 to −0.0007; p = 0.02). After accounting for the effects of percentage shortwave reflectance, the advantage of U-type eyes was not significantly greater at discriminating intraspecific chromatic variability in the plumage of species with U-type vision (effect = −0.191, CI = −0.460–0.091; p = 0.135).

(c) Effects of using different illuminants and cone proportions

Conclusions were not affected by using different irradiiances in the visual models (see the electronic supplementary material, tables S4–S6). Similarly, general patterns were qualitatively similar when we used different cone proportions for U- and V-type eyes. Substantial departures from the general trend were only seen for extreme cone proportions: the advantage of U- over V-type eyes at detecting shortwave-rich colours was offset only in the unusual situation where V-type eyes had much higher abundance of VS and S cones than U-type eyes (see full results in the electronic supplementary material, text S1 and figures S2–S8).

4. DISCUSSION

Here we show that U-type generally outperform V-type cone sensitivities at detecting plumage colours against natural backgrounds and at discriminating intraspecific variability in plumage coloration. This pattern seems general, as it has been shown in other studies [7–10], and is most likely to be due to the more even distribution of U-type cone sensitivities over the visual sensitivity range [8]. On its own, such a pattern cannot explain the correlation between U-type vision and shortwave-rich colours. In order for this to happen, U-type eyes need to perform especially well at detecting or discriminating shortwave-rich colours when compared with other colours. Our results provide the first empirical evidence supporting this idea, since the advantage of U-type eyes at detecting nuptial plumage colours against two common types of natural background was larger for colours rich in shortwave reflectance (figure 2d,e). Against predictions, however, U-type eyes did not have an advantage at discriminating intraspecific differences in coloration of shortwave-rich plumage (figure 2f). Below we elaborate on these results, and discuss alternative explanations and potential implications.

Like most animals that communicate with visual signals, birds face the trade-off of facilitating detection by conspecifics while avoiding detection by predators [7]. This has sometimes led to the evolution of the so-called private communication channels, which are open mainly/only to conspecifics [34]. In birds, it has been hypothesized that the general advantage of U-type eyes may enable species with such a visual system to communicate using colours that are less visible to birds of prey, which have V-type eyes [7]. This has also been proposed to explain the shifts in visual system in fairy-wrens [12]. According to this idea, the colonization of semi-open environments rich in avian predators by ancestral fairy-wrens facilitated the shifts to visual systems (U-type) and plumage colours (shortwave-rich) that minimize detectability to predators and maximize conspicuousness to conspecifics [12]. At first glance, our results seem to provide support for this hypothesis since the advantage of U- over V-type eyes is larger at detecting shortwave-rich colours (figure 2d,e). However, shortwave-rich fairy-wren colours are nonetheless highly contrasting to both visual systems (figure 2a,b), often in excess of 10 jnds, which may indicate that these colours are always easy to detect [9,35]. Moreover, shifts in visual systems will not affect conspicuousness to predators unless...
they occur together with changes in coloration. Thus, it seems more parsimonious that, rather than favouring the evolution of different visual sensitivities, high risk of predation should first lead to the evolution of less conspicuous colours.

On the other hand, the association between U-type eyes and shortwave-rich colours may be due to increased success of highly contrasting males either at attracting females or deterring rivals. Detectability is an important component of signal design, and in general the most conspicuous signals are the most successful ones [36], perhaps due to inherent sensory biases [37]. As a result of such sensory biases, arbitrary changes in coloration due to drift followed by Fisher-like Lande–Kirkpatrick mechanisms of sexual selection [38] could result in the further elaboration of already-existing U-type eyes and coloration in species with shortwave-rich colours in species with U-type eyes more often than in species with V-type eyes. This is because contrast increases more rapidly with higher reflectance at shorter wavelengths for this type of visual system (figure 2d,e). Interestingly, the advantage of U-type eyes seems larger when detecting plumage colours against brown than against green backgrounds (figure 2d,e5 compare intercepts for both backgrounds in the electronic supplementary material, table S2). This could indicate that environmental differences in background reflectance can play an important role when it comes to shifts in visual systems or their effects on animal coloration, as has been shown to be the case with variability in irradiance [39]. Based on our results, we predict that species with U-type eyes may inhabit or display in environments rich in brown backgrounds. This hypothesis could be tested by exhaustive sampling of representative backgrounds in the visual environment of each fairy-wren species.

Our results do not support the idea that the association between shortwave-rich plumage colours and U-type eyes is related to increased performance at discriminating intraspecific variation in coloration [12]. Discriminability is another important aspect of signal design [40] and colours that have a signalling function have higher discriminability [15]. Thus, an optimal match between visual system and coloration that maximizes discriminability could favour both signalers and receivers [4,41]. Receivers would benefit by being better able to perceive differences in attractiveness or quality between prospective mates or rivals while honest signalers would benefit by being better able to broadcast their differences in coloration to these receivers. Against predictions, we did not find that the advantage of U-type eyes was higher for shortwave-rich colours; rather there was a slightly higher advantage for shortwave-poor colours (figure 2f). In other words, intraspecific chromatic variability of shortwave-rich plumage colours is not particularly easy to detect for U-type eyes. Thus, this explanation cannot account for the correlation between shortwave-rich colours and U-type eyes.

To conclude, our study reveals that the increased conspicuousness of shortwave-rich colours to U-type eyes may explain the correlation between plumage coloration and visual system in fairy-wrens and allies [12]. Whether these shifts in visual system were favoured by the presence of shortwave-rich plumage colours or whether visual shifts led to further elaboration of UV/blue colours cannot be established from our data. Irrespective of the order of events, however, our results constitute the first unequivocal confirmation that U-type eyes perform better when dealing with shortwave-rich colours. Given that shifts in bird visual sensitivities are more common than previously expected [42], future studies could address the generality of our findings in other clades of birds. Additionally, our supplemental analyses (see the electronic supplementary material, text S1 and figures S2–S8) suggest that very large differences in cone proportions between U- and V-type eyes could also lead to substantial variation in perceptual abilities. More research on interspecific variability in cone proportions is needed to fully establish the extent of this variation and its effect on visual sensitivities. Assessing the importance of different sources of sensory variation is essential to understand its role in shaping the diversity of animal colours.
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